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Journal of Clinical Images and Case Reports proudly announce 
the successful journey of last four years. Clinical Images and Case 
Reports got coined and editorial activity has started in the year 2016.

With immense support from the globalised author’s we have 
successfully completed the third volume with more numbers of 
papers published in a year (2019) for JCICR.

2019 has the highest number of papers for Clinical Images and 
Case Reports which is the high five count so far for the journal, with 
the papers published from Japan, USA, Taiwan, India, UK, etc

Journal has been achieving the enormous global popularity 
and able direction under the editorial ship of Dr. Mohammad R. 
Movahed, myself as editor-in-chief with stringent commitment we 
stepped a head in the scientific community by publishing the papers 
in various diversified fields such as case reports and clinical studies in 
the field of Cardiology, Pulmonology, Daibetes, Nephrology, Urology, 
Pedaitrics, Surgical Oncology and etc. 

Few papers have strengthen our journal standards by publishing 
those such as entitled by “Eversense TM Sensor and Transmitter - 
Interesting Radiological Images Seen on Plain X-rays of Upper 
Arms” which is a patented work written by Thanh D. Hoang (USA), 
“Clinical Images: Extrapleural Hemorrhage - An Unrecognized Cause 
of Sudden Chest Pain” written by Takeaki Sato has brought us the 
enhances readers count for our journal.

We are further glad to announce that the Journal has applied for 
the indexing and ISSN, with the positive results yielding in near future 
the journal is also planning in     bringing many editorials activities 
with our authors, editors and reviewers.

Objectives of 2020 for Journal of Clinical Images and 
Case Reports

Planning in big for the year 2020 for the Journal of Clinical Images 
and Case Reports, with superior and enhanced promotional activity 
of SEO and marketing by having the strategies enhanced, interns of 
creation of ORCID, indexing request for the Pubmed, SCI.

Simultaneously focussing on the social media promotion of all 
the published articles to outreach of the articles in more than the 
usual that will lead in more globalised visitors for the papers. Majorly 
our journal is planning to make an editorial board meeting with the 
esteemed editors of our journal through webinar in order to discuss 
the strategies for putting forward the journal in all aspects.

Marketing plan has been initiated for the journal and the 
grassroots has to get enhanced by google ads.

Classification
The biggest advantage for the journal in having a broader 

classification, which falls in multiple categories, Medicine with 
various topics such as Internal Medicine and Surgery, etc

Clinical Images and Case Reports journal also considers the 
papers from all sub-disciplines and aspects of cardiology, hepatology, 
and urology, also with surgical aspects. Manuscripts will be published 
online as soon as they are accepted, which will reduce the time of 
publication. Because there are no space limitations or favoured topics, 
all papers, within the scope of the journal, judged to be sound by the 
reviewers, will be published.

Also we should thank individually to our editors, reviewers and 
authors who is giving their consistent support, especially our editor 
in chief of the year 2019, Dr. Tomas Salerno who is designated with 
Executive Editor is very keen and active in terms of the review process 
of all received articles.

Also Dr. Burton M Altura, PhD and Dr. Mordechai S Nosrati, 
MD for their stringent support in soliciting the papers form their 
colleagues and also acting as Reviewers for many articles.

Conclusion
In with summarising this editorial with the strategies planned for 

the year 2020, in terms of Social media and marketing promotions 
of the journal with the support of editors and we also planned for 
arranging the webinars and also editorial board meetings through 
video conference for editors and certifying them in end, with the 
display of glances. Moreover as the pandemic Covid-19 has devastated 
the entire world and there is a chance of pulling all the recovered cases 
and the persons experience and pulling into the journal and thereby 
we can showcase the attack of Covid 19 on the entire world for the 
global awareness.
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